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AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

1. Budgerigar Council of Tasmania Inc. will conduct the auction in accordance with The Budgerigar Council 

of Victoria Inc. Code of Practice for Budgerigar Sales and Auctions, noting that Clause 5 of this document 

being “ Disclaimer” reference of Budgerigar Council of Victoria for the purpose of conducting the 2024 

ANBC National Auction is replaced as Budgerigar Council of Tasmania ( document included in this 

catalogue).  

2.  A 2% Buyers Premium applies to all bird lots purchased at this auction. This will be payable at the 

conclusion of the auction when final accounts are settled.  

3.  The sale is an unreserved auction of birds listed in the catalogue, some substitutes may also be included.  

4.  All lots will be submitted in the order in which they appear in the catalogue.  

5.  The Budgerigar Council of Tasmania Inc. act as an agent only in respect of the goods to be auctioned and 

are not responsible for any faults or defects in any lot.  

6.  All statements in the catalogue or attached to the show cages as to the sex, colour, variety, origin, age, 

genuineness, provenance or condition of any lot should not be relied upon as statement or fact. 

Intending purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the sex, colour, variety, origin, age, genuineness, 

provenance and condition of any lot in which they may be interested.  

7.  Each person wishing to bid will be required to register prior to the auction. The registration will require 

your name, state/zone, contact phone number and signature.   Phone bidders should contact Peter 

Kross by Wednesday Evening 22 May 2024 to arrange the necessary registration, Peter’s contact details 

are listed at the bottom of this document..   

8.  Each registered person will receive a bidder’s number. This number will be required to purchase any lots 

and must be shown to the Auctioneer after the fall of the hammer for completion of your purchasers 

receipt. All bidder number paddles need to be returned at the completion of the auction.  

9.  Each lot will be sold to the highest bidder.  

10.  After the fall of the hammer no party will be allowed to retract his or her bid, and subject to the vendor 

having the right to bid, the highest bidder shall be the purchaser. In the event of any dispute arising, the 

lot in dispute shall be put up again and the auctioneer’s decision shall be final.  

11.  On the fall of the hammer, each lot shall be at the purchaser’s risk of expense. All conditions and 

warranties expressed or implied by law are hereby excluded as all lots are open for inspection prior to 

the commencement of the sale. The same are sold with all faults, if any, therefore no compensation 

shall be made in respect of any fault or imperfection or error of description of any lots sold.  

12.  To prevent inaccuracy in delivery, no lot can be removed during time of sale. All lots must be removed at 

completion of the sale or as specified at the time of the sale.  

13.  The sale shall be paid for on conclusion of the auction. Until payment in full of the purchase price is 

made, the property in the lot shall not pass to the purchaser.  

14.  Preferred payment method is Cash or Bank Transfer (PROOF OF PAYMENT WILL BE REQUIRED). Eftpos 

will also be available (SURCHARGES WILL APPLY). If any successful bidder shall fail to pay for their 

purchases on the day, the vendor or his agent have the right to resell the lot in any manner they think 

proper.  

15.  At the end of the auction each successful purchaser of lots will be required to take their purchases with 

them. They shall proceed to the payment table where they shall pay the purchase price plus the 2% 

buyers premium. If using EFTPOS a bank surcharge will apply.   Once payment has been confirmed a 

receipt will be provided.  This receipt will be proof of payment received and required for collection of 

the goods purchased.  



16.  Purchasers are required to take a carry box/cage and their receipt to the collection point, where, upon 

production of receipt, the collection steward will gather the show cages containing any purchased lots. 

 17.  Neither the vendor, the auctioneer nor any of the stewards will be touching the birds once they are sold. 

It will be the responsibility of each purchaser to handle their own on collection and transfer them to 

their own caging facility.  

18.  Show cages are not included in the purchase price and are not for sale.  

19.  It will be the purchaser’s responsibility to arrange collection and transport from the venue on Sunday at 
the conclusion of the auction. If purchasers are not in attendance, they should advise when processing 
payment , their representatives to collect their purchasers on their behalf.   

 Any buyers wishing to take their pair/s from the venue for alternate arrangements will need to have 
them collected by a person who has registered for the ANBC National Show event.  

20.  Vendors will bear all incoming transportation and any other miscellaneous costs of their birds getting to 
the venue. The ANBC/BCT will provide food and housing facilities for all auction pairs whilst onsite. 
Show cages for displaying and auctioning of interstate pairs will be supplied. 

21.  The Budgerigar Council of Tasmania Inc. will attempt to pay vendors who are in attendance on the day at 

the conclusion of the sale by cash.  Purchases made by any vendors will be used as offsets at this time.   

Any additional outstanding payments shall be made by Electronic Funds Transfer after the ANBC 

National event at a time deemed acceptable and appropriate. Payment to the vendors will be less a 

commission, as agreed with the Budgerigar Council of Tasmania Inc.  

 

To arrange Phone Bidding please contact Peter Kross – please text your details prior 

to calling on 0429 052 633 or email your contact details to pjkross@bigpond.com 

 

For any further clarity or details surrounding these Terms & Conditions or the 

auction in general please contact the Auction Manager/Coordinator Derek Poole  

(0437 616 361).  
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The Budgerigar Council Of  

 

Victoria Inc.  

 

Code of Practice for Affiliated Club 
Budgerigar Sales and Auctions  

 

Prepared by the BCV Working Committee on Animal Welfare 



 

Code of Practice for Bird Sales  

Last Revised: February 2017 

 

1 – GENERAL 

1. This code applies to all Budgerigar Sales/Auctions held under the auspices of the Budgerigar Council of Victoria Inc. 

2. Budgerigar Sales/Auctions are open to members of the public. 

3. A copy of this Code of Practice is to be displayed in a prominent position at the entrance of the venue. Copies are to be made 

available upon request.  

4. Only Budgerigars and related items are to be made available at these Sales/Auctions. No other vertebrate species are 

permitted. 

5. For the safety of the Budgerigars, other animals including dogs are not permitted to enter the venue, whether on leash, 

unleashed, contained or carried. Assistance dogs are permissible. 

6. All sellers are to be made aware of this Code of Practice to ensure compliance, with prior notice that the code will be strictly 

enforced by the Sale/Auction Manager. 

7. Entry to the venue is conditional upon compliance with this Code of Practice by all persons; including buyers, sellers and 

traders. 

8. Budgerigar sales are to be deferred or cancelled if the ambient dry-bulb temperature is predicted to reach 35°C or above on 

the day of the sale. The predicted temperature to be used will be the regional temperature of the closest locality to the venue as 

advertised on the ABC evening television news on the day before the sale. All bird sales advertising should warn members of the 

public of this condition. 

9. The Affiliated society running the event must appoint a Sale/Auction Manager for the day, this person will be responsible for 

among other things ensuring that the event is run in accordance with this code of practice. 

2 – VENUE 

1. The venue is to be fully roofed and able to be securely closed off to enable the containment of any Budgerigar that may escape 

so that the Budgerigar can be recaptured. Budgerigar sale organizers are to provide a minimum of two suitable catching nets 

appropriate for the height of the venue to enable the owners or any sanctioned helper(s) to recover any escaped Budgerigar. 

Budgerigars cannot be caught during the sale unless special permission is sought from the Budgerigar Sale/Auction Manager. 

2. Organizers of the Budgerigar Sale/Auction are to provide clearly identified stewards that are familiar with this Code of Practice 

and are to be in continuous attendance at the venue. 



3. Stewards have the right to refuse entry to the venue to any person or Budgerigar or cage deemed to be in breach of this Code. 

4. Lighting levels within the venue are to be conducive to clearly view the Budgerigars within the Standard Show Cage as 

discussed in Point 4 of this Code of Practice. 

5. Budgerigar Sale/Auction organizers must obtain Public Liability Insurance of at least $20 million dollars and any incidents, 

accidents and injuries must be reported to and recorded by the sale organizers and/or ambulance officers if present. 

3 – BUDGERIGARS 

1. Only Budgerigars in good health, sound physical condition, fully feathered and self-sufficient [fully weaned] may be offered for 

sale. The organizers reserve the right to have a steward or recognized Avian Veterinarian inspect any or all of the Budgerigars 

offered for sale by a seller and, at their sole discretion, shall upon the advice of the Sales/Auction Manager/Veterinarian 

determine if the Budgerigars shall be allowed to be presented for sale. 

2. Attendees of the Sale/Auction Event are NOT permitted to remove the Standard Show Cages from the Bench or use any item – 

judging stick, pen, fingers – to poke at the cage to move the bird around. The only people permitted to do this are the 

Sale/Auction Manager and the Stewards upon approval of the Sale/Auction Manager. Perpetrators may be subject to eviction 

from the Sale/Auction event. 

3. Transportation of Budgerigars should be in accordance with section 5.1 of the Victorian Code of Practice for the Housing of 

Caged Birds. It is recommended that Budgerigars being transported to and from the venue are to be carried in an enclosed but 

well ventilated vehicle and only to be confined to a transport cage for a maximum period of 24 hours. 

4 – CAGES 

1. The Budgerigar Council of Victoria only approves of the use of the A.N.B.C Standard Show Cages as laid out in “The Standard” 

pages 65-68 – Diagram at the end of the Document for use in Sales/Auctions 

http://www.anbc.iinet.net.au/Standards_2017/ANBC%20eStandard%202017.pdf 

2. There are only to ever be 2 Budgerigars Exhibited for Sale or Auction purposes in the Standard Budgerigar Show Cage as 

approved by the Australian National Budgerigar Council. 

5 – DISCLAIMER 

The Budgerigar Council of Victoria Inc.; its affiliates, its Officers and/or its Committee:- 

1. Shall not be responsible for the health or welfare of any Budgerigars sold and/or purchased by any person, where the health of 

that Budgerigar proves to be defective or not up to the standard anticipated by the purchaser. 

2. Shall not be responsible for any disease or virus that may be transmitted by way of any goods sold, transferred and/or 

purchased at a Budgerigar Sale/Auction. 

3. Any disease or virus transmitted from a Budgerigar to a human being by a Budgerigar/s which has been sold, transferred 

and/or purchased.



LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Grey Green Cinnamon

22 -BAR -128 

(NSW)
Hen:

Grey Green Opaline 

23 -BAR -048 

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Normal Grey Cock

EW3 - 039 -23

(NSW)
Hen:

Normal Grey

EW3 - 010 - 23

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO
Hatched  19/11/2023

Cock: Still very young so a lot of maturing to do.  Good cap 

Normal Grey length, release, and lateral feather. Deep mask and

Opaline/Cinnamon good spot. Looks a little rough in this photo still in his  

RS15-23-029  his first moult, but will mature into an outstanding  

bird, keeping many siblings for breeding.

Ray Slade
Sire Slade/Randall Skyblue : Dam Slade/Randall Opaline Cinnamon Grey

(VIC) Hen:

Dominant Pied 

Opaline Grey Green

RS15-23-089

3

2

1 Craig Barnett

Eric  Whitton 

Very late bred bird ( DOH 18/12/22) one of 

the last birds to get a  2022 ring. This bird has 

fantastic feather length . He has great face , 

spot size and length of mask , there is 

national reps on both sides of his pedigree.

This hen has good feather direction, mask , 

spot and posture . She is from an outstanding 

nest , her uncle was 2nd at last year’s 

National in the Normal Green class.

Nice feather and  clean face, maiden bird - will 

compliment the hen

Sire EW3 099/21 (100% barnett blood) and 

foundation bird of most of my greys.

Dam Opaline spangle Violet Sky hen .

Have used this hen successfully for one 

round 3 daughters replacing her.

Hatched 15/02/2023

Quality young hen from one of my best families. Full 

brother was first place Dominant Pied 2023 Young Bird 

Shield then 8th at 2023 Nationals and 2023 Clyde 

Diploma Winner. Two of her sisters are producing 

some of my best 2024 rung babies. 



LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

AR1 -250 -22

Lutino

(VIC)
Hen:

AR1 - 046 -23

Ltutino 

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO
Cock:

Dominant Pied 

Sky Blue Split

Lacewing

HOL 136 -22

(SA) Hen:

Cinamon Grey Hen

HOL 053-23

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Dark Eyed Clear

White

JRP-301 -22

(VIC) Hen:

Dark Eyed Clear

White

JRP - 301 -23

Nice long bird with good mask and feather length. 

100% A Fonti Sire x 100% A Fonti Dam with Dam 

line going back to Bader & Turnbull Dark Eyed 

Clear x Steve Grech Recessives. Never got around 

to using him, so someone should

Compliments the cock bird with strong shoulder, 

width and directional feather. Plenty of strong 

hens from this pair that bred my best Dark Eyed 

Clears in 2023. 100% Tony Butt Sire x Bader & 

Turnbull Dam with Dam line going back to Bader 

& Turnbull Recessives x Mort Faddy Dark Eyed 

Clears. Only 7 months old, so plenty of maturing 

still to come.

Bred in November , this cock was selected as 

the 2nd bird in the Victorian Zone Team for 

the 2023 Ballarat Nationals.   The bird didnt 

settle and was placd 10th in the class. This 

bird is better than my other Lutino that 

placed 4th in the Lutino Class4 Alan Rowe

5 Holmes Family

6
Bader & Turnbull

Maiden hen, with lovely modern features and 

length. Dam ran 6th in the Opaline AOSV class at 

the Nationals in 2022. This hen has a common 

great grandfather with the sky pied cock in the 

auction - the founding double factor dominant 

pied sky. 

Cock was 4th at last year’s Nationals as a 9 month 

old (September born), and he’s gotten much 

stronger since then. He has bred some excellent 

chicks that carry his features. Really modern bird 

with great size and cap lift.

Strong bodied hen, good shoulder and head 

width.  This brid came 3rd in the Victorian 

2024 UBC Shield.  Her sire was placed 4th in 

the 2022 Adelaide Nationals. 



LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Clearwing 

DP2-063-023

(TAS)
Hen:

Clearwing 

DP2-156-2023

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Normal sky 

DAD 009  -22

(NSW) Hen:

Cinnamon

opaline sky 

DAD 029 -22

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Melanistic Spangle

GG 191-23

(NSW Hen:

Spangle 

GG 133- 23

Nest brother to last years national winner 

with outstanding modern face.

Bloodlines include B & M Wise, G. Gazzard & 

W. Capper. Has bred some outstanding 

offspring.

 Strong hen with length and shoulder (un-

used) 

Bloodlines include B & M Wise, M, Troy & T, 

Gleeson

Nice strong cock bird. Voilet Dark Green. Shows 

well, good clarity of wing and good contrast 

strong body colour

Father is a CW Dark Green

Mother is a CW Dark Green

Sire 208 -21 Normal    Dam 140 -20 

Melanistic spangle grey green big strong hen

Sire 1537 -22 Dark Green Normal  big long 

bird     Dam: 011-22 Cinnamon Grey Green 

hen, very good mum

7 Derek Poole

8 David Dunn

9
Garry Gazzard

Big strong hen. Good contrast and nice shape

Father is a CW light green 

Mother is a CW Dark Green                                                      

I would use both birds this year in my breeding 

program, but you cant keep them all 

Picture

Picture Picture



LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Sky Bue SF

Australian Goldenface

No1 034 - 22

(VIC) Hen:

Violet SF 

Australian Goldenface

No1 041-22

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Whitecap

B71 023 -23

(TAS)
Hen:

Whitecap

B71 022 -23

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Dilute Grey

MR1 - 048 - 23

(VIC) Hen:

Normal Grey 

Split Dilute Hen 

MR1 - 066 -23 

Quality young cock from a great nest of chicks. 

Excellent varietal features with lovely feather 

texture and deportment. 

Well related and suited to the hen. Part of our 

2024 show team.

Nice young split hen from a quality prolific 

pairing. Many siblings will join our breeding team. 

Carrying dark factor. 

Ideal mate for the cock bird. Part of our 2024 

show team.

M & R Randall

10 Adrian Praeger 

11 Roy Blair 

12

Nice long golden face cockbird.  Could be carrying 

violet factor, and has bred some nice violets and 

goldenfaces last year.  Good father.  Cousin to the 

national winner and to my grey cock, which was 

placed 3rd at the Victorian young bird shield and 

2nd at the adult shield.

Aunty to the national winner and was paired to the 

national winner last year with some nice chicks. She 

has minimal suffusion and could pass for a double 

factor hen.

These two birds are closely related and should 

produce well together for the successful bider.

They are brother and sister from my best 

Whitecap cock that ran third in South 

Australia National 2022.



LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Lacewing Yellow

SIN 123 - 22

(NSW) Hen:

Lacewing White 

SIN 074 - 23

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Albino

NE1236 - 23

(SA) Hen:

Albino

NE1215 -23

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Opaline Clearbody 

JW2 -068 -23 

(SA
Hen:

Opaline Clearbody 

JW2 - 067 - 23

Another with dark wing melanin and a family 

with no flecking. She’s also down from the 

National winner and an outcross to a McVilly 

& Thompson Clearbody. Maiden Hen.    

Dark contrasting wing melanin makes him an 

attractive bird with no flecking.  He’s a direct 

descendant of the National winner from 

Penrith and is split Ino. Has chicks flying this 

year.  

14

13 G & T Sinclair

Marshall Family 

15
J & W 

Weidenhofer

Hatched 3/10/23

Sire 1079/20 Grey/Albino/Opaline 

Dam 1537/18 Albino

Hatched 19/8/23

Sire 1679/22 Albino 

Dam 1583/21 Grey

Related pair from a long established family 

featuring multiple ANBC representatives winning 

in 2007.

Daughter of the  Lacewing Class  winner at 

the 2023  Ballarat  nationals.         

 Brother to the winner of the  Lacewing Class 

at the 2023 Ballarat Nationals                      



LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock: Peter Thurn 

Fallow Yellow Face

Sky Blue

PT9 - 074 - 23

(VIC) Hen: Ray Slade

Fallow 

Opaline Green

RS15 - 122 -22 

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Dominant Pied 

KJH 036 -22 

(SA) Hen:

Normal Grey Green

KJH 038 22

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO
Cock:

Normal Green

OC - 110 - 23

(NTH & CQLD) Hen:

Pied Spangle 

Cinnamon Grey

 1165 -22

Very showy bird with good frontal. Late bred in 

22. Took one round last August,6 chicks). 

Excellent mum.  Sire: AWCap Spangle Cin Sky    

(Placed 12th AWC ANBC 22)

Dam: Pied Grey 

Both parents will be used again in 24.

K & J Harris

O'Callaghan Family

Cocks pedigree Harris/ Holmes this bird won 

best Dom. Pied Cock at BSSA Breeders show 

and has produced some nice chick's 

Hens pedigree is Harris she is a full sister to 

our 2023 National winning Dom/Pied Hen 

lovely big bird have taken 2 rounds from her

Hatched 07/09/2023

Half brother to last year’s National winner. 

Younger brother is the best fallow I bred in 

2023.  Nice stylish young cock.

Hatched 07/10/2022

Kept this hen as a spare and didn’t use her. I 

have bred some good Fallows from this 

family. Good variety with some nice features

16
Peter Thurn  and    

Ray Slade 

17

18

Will be 10 months old at Auction. Quality bird. 

Will re-pair parents in 24.

Sire: Grey Green, son of 4th Cinnamon ANBC 23.   

Dam: Green.  



LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Lutino

JL1 - 308 - 22

(VIC) Hen:

Lutino Hen was bred from two lutinos 

JL1 - 165 - 22

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Yellow Double Factor

Spangle 

MS6 181 - 21

(VIC) Hen:

Cinnamon Sky 

MS6 - 03 - 22

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Opaline Grey Green

Platinum

PT9  124  - 23

(VIC) Hen:

Opaline Grey Green

Platinum

PT9 069 - 23

21

Hatched 18/10/21  -  2nd DFS in the Victorian State 

Young Bird Championship, was then selected for the 

National team in S.A. where he finished 3rd. He then 

won 1st DFS in the Victorian State Adult Bird 

Championship.  Out of my good Spangle line with a bit 

of Ian Hunter bloodline mixed in.  Nice big strong bird 

with lovely feather.

Fantastic bloodlines through my Cinnamon & Whitecap 

lines.  Her Great Grandfather on both sides won the 

best bird in show at the Victorian State Adult Bird 

Championship.  Her father was 3rd Blue at the 

Victorian State Adult Bird Championship.  There is a 

little bit of Neil Hunt/Appleton blood mixed in as well.

19

20

Cock is bred with split dark green spangle 

and a Lutino Hen

Jeffrey Leong

PeterThurn 

Vic Murray 

The cock is sired by a Barry Wise cock introduced because of 

his good variety characteristics. Barry won the Opaline class at 

the Nationals at Victor Harbour (2022). His grandsire (PT9 20 

094 - who has full eggs currently) didn't see the Nationals due 

to Covid but has never been beaten in an Opaline Shield class 

in Victoria, with his grandsire (PT9 17 169)  placed  3rd in the 

Opaline class in 2018 (Penrith) and his brother won the 

Opaline Class at Penrith.

The hen is a daughter of the 2nd placed Opaline at 

last year's Young Bird Shield who was subsequently 

placed 6th at Bendigo Nationals. PT9 17 169 and his 

sire PT9 16 161 also appear in her pedigree and 

there is a splash of Slade and Gazzard blood for good 

measure!



LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Colbalt  

Recessive Pied

3W - 51 -23

(WA) Hen:

Sky Opaline Split

Recessive 

3W  107 - 22 

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Cinnamon 

Grey Green

IH1 552 - 23

(VIC) Hen:

Cinnamon 

Light Green

IH1 - 474 -23

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Lacewing Yellow

Marshall Family NE1205 -23

(SA)
Hen:

Lacewing Yellow

NE1232-23

Norm Wheatley 

Ian Hunter

Hatched 10/8/23

Sire 1707/22 Lacewing Yellow

Dam 1504/21 Lacewing Yellow 

1/2 brother - 1/2 sister pairing 

Hatched 24/9/23

Sire 1503/18 Light Green/Lacewing/Blue

Dam 1503/21 Lacewing Yellow 

Mother's of both these birds (1503/21 & 

1504/21) are sisters.

Related pair from a long established family, 

emphasizing normal markings, featuring multiple 

ANBC representatives.

22

23

24

Pair quality young cinnamons both birds top 

show quality bred from diploma-BIS and 

national winning bloodlines-clean up top

Hatched 19/8/23  Sire Light Green Split 

Recessive - Brother to Sky Opaline  Split 

Recessive Hen  Dam Grey Recessive 34 101- 

21 Ran 10th in the Recessive Pied Class at 

Nationals 

Hatched 25/9/22   Sire:  Grey Recessive 3W 

86-20  Dam: Light Green Split Recessive 3W

30 -21 - Full sister to this hen ran 11th in the

Normal Blue Class at the 2023 Nationals 



LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Clearwing

Light Green 

(SA) Hen:

Clearwing

Light Green

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS

Cock:

Blackeye Yellow 

DR1 - 076 - 23

(VIC) Hen:

Blackeye Yellow 

DR1 - 015 - 23

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Greywing 

MB9 -079 -22

(VIC) Hen:

Opaline Greywing

MB9-22-041

25

26

27

Don Rixon

Kelven Kakoschke

  Lovely coloured Black Eye from my Black 

Eye Family.

Full sister to Black Eye National winner in 

Ballarat 2023

COCK  &  HEN PHOTO

Mark Brennand

Cock is possibly split opaline and Dilute. Full 

Brother to the 2023 National winning Greywing 

Hen. This cock was also in the  Greywing Class 

(2023 Nationals) but placed 18th not showing 

well.  Bred for me in 2023, all chicks retained.

The opaline Greywing Greygreen Possibly split 

Dilute. Maiden hen not used. Held over for the 

2024 National Auctions. A 1st Cousin to the Cock, 

kept better sister for this year. Only major 

Greywings letting go in 2024.

Cock bred Nov 2023 and son of the National 

winner

Hen bred Jan 2024

Hen is daughter of third National Clearwing 2023.  First 

and Third National 2023 birds were both late bred 

brothers barely old enough to show.

Therefore they could not be paired up till late in the 

season. This lovely pair of very young birds will develop 

into beautiful adults.



LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Grey Crest 

SB8 - 002 -23

(VIC) Hen:

Colbalt Spange Crest 

SB - 010 -23 

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Normal Grey 

BF1 - 039 -23

Hen:

(SQ) Yellowface 

Opaline Grey  

BF3 - 196 -22 

LOT BREEDER/VENDOR PAIR DETAILS COMMENTS COCK PHOTO HEN PHOTO

Cock:

Cinnamon 

Grey Green Spangle

3102 -22

(SQ) Hen:

Double Factor

Spangle 

3016 - 23

LOT VENDOR COMMENTS
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Nice long bird.   Great size for this variety.    

Is from my national line of crests.    Full circle 

crest.   

Big solid hen.    Full circle crest.   Both birds 

share a great great grandfather     

Lovely modern capped cock with a nice rounded 

cap half brother to the cocks that ran 4th and 8th 

in 2022 ANBC National  yellowface class  - well 

suited to the hen       

Sire: double factor spangle

Dam: opaline cinnamon grey 

Hatched: July 
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Bradley Family

Boal Family

G & H Hibberd

Sire: cinnamon grey green spangle 

Dam: Double factor spangle

Hatched:March

Super modern hen this one really hurts us to sell 

as she would be the best hen we have released 

but we are sticking tough on our flecking level in 

our stud.  She  has just a little to much for us and 

that's why she hasn't been used and getting 

moved on.  A fantastic hen none the less from our 

2 x national winning yf class  -  maiden hen 
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On bahalf of : 

Northern 

 Tasmanian 

Budgerigar 

Society  
(TAS)

On Behalf of 

Northern

Tasmanian 

Budgerigar 
Society  
(TAS)
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The following two lots have been donated to be auctioned off with the proceeds going to the Northern Tasmanian Budgerigar Society to 

help replace their stolen Club trailer and show staging.      

The original  drawing by artist Roy Aplin was 

commissioned by ANBC  for inclusion in the Standard. 

A limited number of 100  framed prints of the 

drawing, signed by the artist were offered at National 

and other events around Austrlaia until all sold.  This 

print is Number 65 of 100

BUDGERIGAR COUNCIL OF TASMANIA THANKS ALL VENDORS FOR 

SUPPORTING OUR ZONE BY PROVIDING BIRDS FOR THE       

48TH ANBC NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW AUCTION

Dr Rob Marshall’s “The Budgerigar “.

A beautiful book covering  all aspects of budgies in the wild, 

breeding, feeding and health management. 

31 Signed and in 
good condition




